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A new algorithm is presented for finding maximal and maximum value flows in
directed single-commodity networks. Commonly algorithms developed for this
problem find a maximal flow by gradually augmenting (increasing) a feasible flow
to a maximal flow. In the presented algorithm, at the beginning of each step or
iteration, the flow on arcs is assigned to flow capacity. This may lead to an infeasible
flow violating flow conservation at some nodes. During two passes of a MAIN step,
consisting of a forward pass and a backward pass, the flow is reduced on some arcs
to regain feasibility. The network is then pruned by omitting saturated arcs, and
the process is repeated. The parallel implementation of the algorithm applies the
two main steps at the same time to the same network. The outputs of the two steps
are compared and the processing continues with the higher feasible flow. The
algorithm is simple, intuitive, and efficient. O 1993 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this article a new algorithm for finding maximal flows and maximum value
flows is presented. The maximal flow in a connected directed network is found
in two phases. In the first phase a layered network is generated using the Dinic
algorithm [3] or any other Dinic-type algorithm that generates and maintains
acyclic layered networks. In the second phase the proposed algorithm is applied
to the layered network to find the maximal flow in that network. Familiarity
with Dinic-type layered networks, as they are used in aiding the solution of
maximal and maximum value flow problems, is assumed. Repeated solving of
maximal flows in such networks leads to finding the maximum value flow in an

original network.
Dinic [3] showed that a maximum value flow problem requires the generation

of. n - 1 layered networks in the worst case, where n is the number of nodes
in the original network. Because of this relationship between the maximal flow
in a Dinic network and the maximum value flow in an original network, it is

sufficient, without loss of generality, to consider solving maximal flows in such
acyclic Dinic-type layered networks.

Most of the network flow phase algorithms (see, for example, 12,3,7-10, 14-
19,20-23,27]) use the Dinic layered network algorithm, or other similar network
algorithms, to generate acyclic networks from an original network in the first
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phase of the problem. In the second phase these algorithms then find a maximal
flow by gradually increasing a feasible flow to a maximal flow in at most n - |
network generations.

There are other recent algorithms, e.g., Goldberg [11], Goldberg and Tarjan

[12], and Ahuja and Orlin [1], which do not use the Dinic algorithm's layered
network concept, but instead use distance labels to direct flows closer to the
sink. The algorithm of Goldberg and Tarjan [i2, 13] was called in [1] a preflow-
push algorithm. 'fhe excess-scaling algorithm of Ahuja and Orlin [1] improves
this preflow-push algorithm. However, the presented algorithm is a phase al-
gorithm, and therefore, it is not further compared to these nonphase algorithms.

This article assumes that, when using the two-phase process, in Phase I a

Dinic-type layered network has been generated. The presented algorithm is then,

in Phase II, applied to such a layered network. The presented example dem-
onstrates that only the requirements of layer structure and acyclicity are nec-

essary for the presented algorithm. This makes it possible to use any algorithm
that generates acyclic layered networks from an original network in the
Phase I.

In Section 2 the notation is discussed and some background is briefly reviewed.
Section 3 gives also a brief review of the Karzanov algorithm. Section 4 gives

an overview of the algorithm. In Section 5 the proposed algorithm is given in
detail. Section 6 presents a parallel implementation of the algorithm. Section 7

compares the proposed algorithm to the most similar Karzanov algorithm. Sec-

tion 8 discusses computational aspects, and Section 9 presents three other fast
implementations of the algorithm. Section 10 then concludes the article.

2. NOTATION AND BACKGROUND

The Problem

The finding of a single-commodity maximum value ffow in a directed network
implies that we are attempting to send as much flow as possible from one or
more origin nodes to one or more destination nodes.

It suffices, without loss of generality, to consider the maximum value flow
problem in a directed single-source single-sink network. This problem may also

be formulated and solved as a linear program (LP). However, in this article we

develop a fast polynomial network flow phase algorithm for this problem.

Notation

Let an original, directed, single-commodity network be G : (N, A, tr, c, s,

r). Here N denotes the set of nodes, ,4 the set of arcs, i a vector Ii.;: (i, j) €
.4 of lower bounds for flows on the arcs, c a vector c,.1: (i, i) e A of capacities

for flows on the arcs, and s, / the specified source and sink nodes. Each arc in
the network is an ordered pair i, i e N and i *i. Nodes i, i ate called the tail
and head nodes of arc i, j. The arc i,7 is available for shipping the commodity
from node i to node 7.
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Flow Feqsibility and Flow Conservation

A flow vector in G is a vector f : (f t.i: (t, i) €,4), where fi,; denotes the
units of commodity shipped from node i along the arc (t, i) € ,4 to node i.
Given the flow vector f : (/r,i) in G, define

f(in, i) : ) (fi.r: overi such that (j, i) e A),

/(i, out) : ) {/',,' overT such that (1, i) e A).

The flow vector / is said to be a feasible flow vector if

f (s, out) - /(in, s) : f (in, r) - /(r, out),

f(in, i) : f(i, out), V i € N and i * s or t,

A="f<c.

The first two constraints are called the flow conservation constraints and the
third the flow bound constraint. When the second constraint holds for some
node, say node i, then the flow vector / satisfies flow conservation at node l.

If / is a feasible flow vector in G, then the total value of the quantities in the
first equation is called the value of the flow vector /, and denoted by u(/).
Given a feasible flow vector f : (f ,.) in G, a chain froms to rin G is said to
be a flow-augmenting chain (FAC) in G with respect to /, if for every arc (i,7)
in it /,., < ci.i.Given a FAC from s to r with respect to f a new feasible flow
vector of higher value can be obtained by increasing the flow amount on each
arc on the chain by a small positive quantity. This can be done without violating
the feasibility of flow by the definition of the FAC.

A feasible flow vector f in G is said to be a maximal feasible flow vector in
G if there exists no FAC from s to t with respect to it. Every maximum value
feasible flow vector is maximal, but the converse may not be true.

Given a feasible flow vector f : (f,,)in G, a path from s to rin G is said to
be a flow augmenting path (FAP) in G with respect to f, if

f i.i1 ci.1, V forward arcs (l, i) on the path,

f i.1) ),;.', V reverse arcs (1, i) on the path'

Given a FAP from s to r with respect to a feasible flow vector /, a new feasible
flow vector of higher value can be obtained by increasing the flow amount on
the forward arcs, and decreasing it on the reverse arcs, on the path, by the same

small positive quantity. It can be shown that a feasible flow vector in G is a
maximum value flow vector if, and only if, there exists no FAP from s to r with
respect to it [6]. The early algorithms developed for the maximum value flow
problem are based on finding FAPs, and augmenting the flow value using them
one at a time [3-6].
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The Acyclic Layer Network

An acyclic network with a layer or level structure is generated from an original
network G using the algorithms discussed in [23, 25,271, or the Dinic Algorithm
12,261. Any other algorithm that generates and maintains the acyclicity and the
layer structure can be used with the proposed algorithm. For example, the
algorithm presented in lIal can be modified for this task. There are distinct
advantages associated with the acyclic layered network structures that simplify
the solution process.

Let H : (V, R,0, x, s, /) be an acyclic layered network constructed from
the network G using, for example, the Dinic algorithm. Here V denotes the set

of nodes, R the set of arcs, zero Iower bound for flow on the arcs, K the vector
of capacities for flows on the arcs, s the source node, and t the sink node. It is
assumed that V is partitioned into mutually exclusive subsets Lo, Lt, . , Lnu.
with Le : {s}, and Lnu. : {t}, such that for each (i,i) € R, i e L,and j e L,
forsome randp> r * l. Thesubsetsof nodes Lo, Lr,. ,lnurarethelayers
in H, and num, the number of layers, is called the length of the network H.
Each arc in R joins a node in a layer to a node in a higher layer. The partitioning
of the network F/ into such layers can always be done because the network H
is acyclic.

The feasible flow vectors in .Fl are denoted by g : (gr.i). tne algorithm can
be initiated with zero or any other known feasible flow vector in F1. The algorithm
maintains a subset of arcs f E R, and subset of nodes @ gV, which are the
nodes contained on arcs in f. These sets change as the algorithm processes the
network with arcs and nodes being pruned from f and @, respectively, in each

step. At any point in time, the current f and @ are called the remaining set of
arcs and the remaining set of nodes, respectively.

Node Potentials

With respect to a given feasible flow vector 8 : (8i.i) in H, and the current
set of arcs l, define a(9, l, i), F(9, f, i), the in-potential and the out-potential,
of node i, as follows:

a(g, f, t) : > (*t., - 8;.i: overi such that (7, t) € f),

B(g,f , t) : > (*,., - 8i,;: overi such that (l, i) e f).

Notice that these potentials are only defined with respect to a feasible flow
vector g, and correspond to those defined for the MKM algorithm in [15].

Pruning

The pruning of the network uses the above node potentials. The pruning is

used to test for maximal flow, as well as to eliminate nodes and arcs in the
network ll that cannot serve for flow augmentation from s to t.
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Suppose that the present feasible flow is g'. Now, if

min{a(g', l, t), 9(g',1, s)} : 0,

this indicates that the flow potential of the source or the sink node has been
exhausted. This serves as a stopping rule for the algorithm, and the flow vector
g'is a maximal feasible flow vector in 11. Otherwise, all arcs which are saturated
in g'are deleted from l. Also, all nodes, say node i, with

min{a(g', l, i), F(g', f, ;;1 : g

are deleted from @, and all arcs incident at such nodes are deleted from f. The
in- or out-potentials of nodes, incident at the deleted arcs remaining in @, are
updated. The pruning process is continued until no further changes occur in
l, @.

Flow Conservation Status

The flow conservation status is not defined for the source and sink nodes s,
t. For all other nodes in F/ consider the following. Let h = (hi.) be a possibly
infeasible flow vector in l/, which satisfies the lower bound and capacity con-
straints on all the arcs, but many violate flow conservation at some nodes. For
a node i\s, / the flow vector ft is said to be a

preflow at node i, if. ft(in, i) > ft(r, out),

backflow at node i, if h(in, i) < h(l, out),

balanced at node i, if /r(in, i) : ft(/, out).

The nodes in the current set {@\s, t} are assigned a ffow conservation status
using the above criteria. Nodes having preflow, backflow, or balanced flow are
labeled with PF, BF, or BA, respectively.

3. THE KARZANOV ALGORITHM REVISITED

The Karzanov algorithm [1a] is briefly outlined here, because the proposed
algorithm shares features with this algorithm. Karzanov adopted the Dinic acyclic
layered network concept and presented an algorithm to solve the maximal flow
problem in such layered networks.

Let H : (V, R, 0, r, s, r) be an acyclic layered network constructed from
the network G as presented in Section 2. The algorithm attempts to use several
flow augmenting paths at a time for flow increment from s to /. First the flow is
increased out of the source s along arcs .s, i € R toward I to capacity. Suppose
that at this stage the flow ftin., ) 0 and ft;,ou, : 0. Next the algorithm moves to
the unbalanced node i e V and attempts to increase flow out of node i along
arcs i, i € R so ftin.; becomes fti.ou,. The node i is now balanced. If, however,
the flow out of node i cannot be further increased and hin,; ) h,.ou, then the
node i is called preflow blocked, or PF blocked. A preflor.y is defined in the same
way as in the previous section.
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An arc i, i e R can be in two states: blocked or unblocked. An arc is called
blocked if the ffow along the arc cannot be further increased. Otherwise the arc
is called unblocked.

The procedure is continued by processing the layers of the Dinic network in
an increasing order of the layer numbering from Ls to L6, where L1 is the last
layer, until the sink is reached. The unbalanced nodes in a layer are processed
in an arbitrary order.

When the sink is reached some of the nodes are balanced and some may be
PF blocked. If all nodes are balanced the algorithm terminates. If some of the
nodes are PF blocked then the algorithm continues by processing the layers in
the order of decreasing layer numbering until the source is reached. The nodes
in a layer are processed in an arbitrary order.

Suppose that node i a V is PF blocked. Reduce the flow into node i until
hin.i : hi.our. This operation creates at least one unbalanced node in the preceding
layer. Suppose that this node is 7 € V. During the next increase flow step an
attempt is made to increase the flow out of node 7 along alternate arcs until
hin.1 = h1,out. The process is repeated until all nodes are balanced, and the increase
flow step cannot be applied. The algorithm uses stacks as data structure at each
node to record flow increments and decrements. It has two main steps: (a)
increase flow, and (b) balance PF-blocked nodes. These steps are described
below.

STEP 1: Increase flow. Starting from layer L6 increase the flow along all nonblocked
arcs s, i € R to capacity. Move to the next layer. Suppose that this is layer L,. Attempt
to balance node i € L, by increasing the flow along nonblocked arcs i,7 where j € V is
not PF blocked to layer L"*, toward t. If the balancing attempt fails, i.e., hin.,) ht.ouu

then node i € V becomes PF blocked. Repeat the process until the sink is reached.
If the flow on an arc has become equal to the flow capacity of the arc then the arc

becomes blocked. A blocked arc remains blocked until the end of the algorithm. A
blocked arc may be used for flow decrease in a balance PF-blocked nodes step but not
for flow increase.

STEP 2: Balance PF-blocked nodes. Let i e V be a PF-blocked node in a layer L,
such that all other PF-blocked nodes are in layers L, where p : 1 to r. Balance each

node i € L, by pushing the excess flow ft1n.; - ,lzr.ou, backwards to layer L,-'. Repeat the
process of balancing PF-blocked nodes until the source is reached.

Continue by returning to Step 1 and increase flow through alternate non-
blocked arcs until all nodes are balanced, and the flow cannot be further in-
creased.

The Karzanov algorithm requires a computational effort of O(nz) for maximal
flow in a layered (acyclic) network. Karzanov showed that when using the Dinic
algorithm to construct the layered (acyclic) networks and his maximal flow al-
gorithm to find maximal flows, the computational complexity of the maximum
value flow problem becomes O(nt).

4. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The proposed algorithm is applied to an acyclic layered network generated
by, e.g., the Dinic algorithm. The algorithm assigns the flow equal to ffow
capacity on each arc in the layered network. This may lead to an infeasible flow
resulting in violation of the ffow conservation constraint at some nodes. If the
flow conservation constraint is violated, then the network is processed using a
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MAIN step consisting of a forward pass and a backward pass. There are two
such MAIN steps, a FORWARD MAIN and a BACKWARD MAIN.

The MAIN steps are applied in an alternating order. These MAIN steps are

identical with respect to work performed in the network. The only difference
between the two MAIN steps is that the FORWARD MAIN applies first the

forward pass and then the backward pass, whereas the BACKWARD MAIN
applies first the backward pass and then the forward pass.

During the forward and backward passes the flow at unbalanced nodes is
balanced by reducing flow on arcs incident into or out of the unbalanced nodes.
At the end of the two passes of a MAIN step a feasible flow vector is obtained
again. After this the network is pruned with respect to the new feasible flow
vector by omitting saturated arcs from further consideration, and the process is

repeated with the remaining network.
The algorithm can be described using the following steps:

STEP 1: Assign flow to capacity on all arcs.

STEP 2: Process the network using the MAIN steps in an alternating order by starting
with the FORWARD MAIN followed by the BACKWARD MAIN. The MAIN steps

consist both of a forward pass and a backward pass. The FORWARD MAIN applies
first the forward pass and then the backward pass. The BACKWARD MAIN applies
first the backward pass and then the forward pass. The forward and backward passes

require the following work:
Forward pass-Balance all nodes where the flow out of the node is greater than the
flow into the node by reducing flow on arcs out of all such nodes. Process the nodes

starting from the first layer and moving layer by layer to the last layer.
Backward pass-Balance all nodes where the flow into the node is greater than the
ffow out of the node by reducing flow on arcs into all such nodes. Process the nodes

starting from the last layer and moving layer by layer to the first layer. Afler a MAIN
step the flow is feasible.
STEP 3: Prune the network by omitting all saturated arcs, all nodes which have

become dead ends (i.e., there are no arcs either in or out of the node) and all arcs

incident at such omitted nodes. Repeat the process with the remaining network by

returning to Step 1 until either the source or the sink is omitted from the network.

The parallel implementation of the algorithm applies basically the same steps

as given above, the only difference being that the MAIN steps are applied at

the same time to the same network. The process is then continued from the
MAIN step with the higher flow vector value.

The presented algorithm can be seen as an extension of the Karzanov algorithm

[14] and the author's algorithm presented in 1271. It also shares features with
the MKM algorithm [15]. The first versions of the sequential algorithm were
presented in [23].

5. THE SEQUENTIAL MAX.FLOW ALGORITHM

Figure L presents a flow chart of the sequential implementation of the algo-
rithm.

INITIALIZATION: Let g0 = (Sli) Ue the initial feasible flow vector in the layered
network H. If no feasible flow vector is available, chose g0 : 0. Define f = {(i, i): (1,

i) € R) andgfl; <,<i.i, O = \i: ieV is contained on some arc in l). Compute "(g', f,i), 9G', f, i), for each node i e @. Go to Step 1.
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Figure L. Sequential max-flow algorithm-main steps.

STEP 1: Let g'be the current feasible flow vector in 11, and @, f the remaining sets

of nodes and arcs, respectively.
Pruning-Prune the network. Terminate the algorithm if f = 0. In this case the present
feasible flow vector, g' in H, is maximal. Continue if. I + 0 by going to Step 2.

STEP 2: Flow assignment and flow conservation status determination-Define the
flow vector h = (h1.) by

h,.i = Bi.i', (,,i) € R\f,

hi.j = Ki.j, (t, i) € f.

Determine the flow conservation status of each node i € @\s, t) with respect to ft.
Alternate the order of the FORWARD and BACKWARD MAINS by applying the

FORWARD MAIN during each odd-numbered iteration (i.e., first, third, . . .). In both
of these MAIN steps flows in ft on some arcs (i, i) C f may be decreased. Flows on arcs
(i, i) € r(\I are not changed.

STEP 3: Forward main
Forward Pass-In this pass the layers L, are processed in the order u = I to num -
1. In each layer balance the BF nodes in that layer by decreasing the flow on arcs in

Is the flow
maximal?

STEP 4: Backward
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I incident out of the selected BF node. While processing the layer L,, identify all BF
nodes in that layer and process each of them in any order as stated below.
Processing of a BF node r:Look for an arc of the form (r, j) € f, where j e @ and

j is a PF node. If there is no such arc (l, j), then look for an arc (r, p) e l, where p e
@ and p is a BF or BA node. Suppose that the selected arc is (r, j) with a flow ft(i, i).
Let v : min{ft;.i, lz(i, out) - /r(in, i)}. Reduce h.j, h(i, out) and /r(in, i) by u, and revise
the flow conservation status ofnodes r and7, and B(i) and a(j). Repeat the process until
node i is balanced.

If node i is still a BF node, there must exist an arc (i, t) € I' Reduce the flow along
this arc (i, t) until node i is balanced. Update the flow conservation status of node i and

B(i). While processing node i, some nodes ,1 with (r, i) € I may undergo a change in
flow conservation status from BA to BF or from PF to BA or BF.

After processing all the BF nodes in the layer L, move to the layer Lu*1 and repeat
the process. When the layer lnu*-1 is processed in this way all BF nodes in the network
have become BA nodes. If there are any unbalanced nodes at the end of the forward
pass, they must be PF nodes. Go to the backward pass within this MAIN step. Otherwise,
fi there are no PF nodes at the end of the forward pass, the flow vector at that point is
a maximal feasible flow vector in 11. Terminate.

Backward Pass-Here the layers L, are processed in the order u = num - 1 to 1.

In each layer balance the PF nodes of that layer by decreasing the flow on arcs in f
incident into that node. While processing the layer L, process each PF node in it as

stated below.
Processing of a PF node J'-Look for an arc of the form (r, j) € f, where i € @.

Let 6 = min{/r;.;, /r(in, i) - /r(i, out)}. Reduce h1.1, h(in, i) and /r(;, out) by D, and
revise the flow conservation status of nodes I and j, and F(i) and a(i). Repeat the
process until node j is balanced. If node.7 is still a PF node, there must exist an arc
(s, i ) e f. Reduce the flow along this arc (s, j) until node 7 is balanced. Update the
flow conservation status of nodej, and a(l). While processing nodej, some nodes

i with (i, j) € I may undergo a change in ffow conservation status from BA to PF.

Those nodes will become balanced in their turn as their respective layers are pro-
cessed.

After processing all the PF nodes in the layer L, move to the layer L,-1 and repeat
the process until the layer Lt has been processed. At the end of the backward pass all
the PF nodes become balanced, and the flow vector will be feasible in H. Let the flow
vector at this stage be 8'*t. With g'.t return to Step 1.

STEP 4: Backward main
Backward Pcss-In this pass the layers L, are processed in the order u = num - 1,

. . . , 1. In each layer balance the PF nodes in that layer by decreasing the flow on
arcs in f incident into that node. While processing the layer.L,, identify all PF nodes

in that layer and process each of them in any order as stated below.
Processing of a PF node /:-Look for an arc of the form (t, i) € f, where i € @ and
i is a BF node. If there is no such arc (i, j), then look for an arc (p, j) e f, where
p € @ and p is a PF or BA node. Suppose that the selected arc is (i, i). Let v =
min{/r(in, j) - h(j, out)}. Reduce h,.1, h(our, i), and /r(in, i)by ,, and revise the
flow conservation status of nodes I and j, and B(i) and a(j). Repeat the process

until node i is balanced. If node i is still a PF node, there must exist an arc (s, i) €
f. Reduce the flow along this arc (s, i) until node 7 is balanced. Update the flow
conservation status of node7, and a(i). While processing nodef, some nodes i with
(t, i) € f may undergo a change in flow conservation status from BA to PF or from
BF to BA or PF.

After processing all the PF nodes in the layer L, move to the layer L,-' and repeat
the process. When the layer L, is processed in this way all PF nodes in it become BA
nodes. If there are any unbalanced nodes at the end of the backward pass, they must
be BF nodes. Go to the forward pass. Otherwise, if there are no BF nodes at the end
of the backward pass, the flow vector at that point is a maximal feasible flow vector in
H. Terminate.

Forward Pcss-Here the layers L,, are processed in the order u = 1 to num - 1. In
each layer balance the BF nodes of that layer by decreasing the flow on arcs in f

401
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incident out of that node. While processing the layer L,, process each BF node in it
as stated below.

Processing of a BF node r:Look for an arc of the form (t, i) € f, where i € @.

Let 6 = min{h;.1, ft(i, out) - h(in, i)}. Reduce hi.j, h(i, out), and h(in, j) by 6 and
revise the flow conservation status of nodes i and j, and F(t) and o(j). Repeat the
process until node i is balanced. If node I is still a BF node, there must exist an arc
(i, t) € f. Reduce the flow along this arc (i, t) until node i is balanced. Update the
flow conservation status of node I, and B(f . While processing node i, some nodes

I with (r, j) € f may undergo a change in flow conservation status from BA to BF.
Those nodes will become balanced in their turn as their respective layers are pro-
cessed.

After processing all the BF nodes in the layer I,, move to the layer Lu*, and repeat
the process until the layer lnu.-1 has been processed. At the end of the forward pass

all the BF nodes become balanced, and the flow vector will be feasible in H. Let the
Row vector at this stag€ be g'.r. With g'tr return to Step 1.

6. PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ALGORITHM

The schematic flow chart of the parallel implemented algorithm is shown in
Figure 2. The only difference between the sequential and parallel implemen-
tations is that, instead of alternating the order of the FORWARD and BACK-
WARD MAIN steps, the MAIN steps are applied to the network at the same
time. In the parallel implementation the processing is simply continued from
the MAIN step that results to a higher flow vector value.

Both of the main steps result in a feasible flow vector, which may or may not
have the same value of flow. If the values of flow are different then the resulting
remaining networks after pruning will also be different. The main step with a

higher feasible flow is likely to pass a smaller network to the next iteration in
terms of m, n, compared to the main step with a lower feasible flow, hence
adding to the convergence speed of the parallel implementation. The penalty,
of course, is that twice the memory will be required, because the problem is not
split into two parts, but rather the entire subproblem is handled simultaneously
by two processors.

The work consists of the following: Read the network into two processors.
One of the processors applies the FORWARD MAIN, while the other processor
applies the BACKWARD MAIN to the network. Continue the algorithm using
the output from the processor with the higher flow vector value. If the values
of the flow vectors are the same then select arbitrarily among the two output
flow vectors and networks.

Practical test runs indicate that this makes a significant difference in the con-
vergence speed. The next section discusses this aspect more in detail.

7. COMPARISON OF THB KARZANOV ALGORITHM AND THE
PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Figure 3 presents an example of an acyclic network consisting of ft + 4 nodes
and 6k - L8 arcs with the desired Dinic-type layer structure. The network layers
are denoted by Ls through La. The numbers incident at the arcs are the arc flow
capacities. The nodes 2,3,4 on layer L1 are connected to all nodes 5,6,7,
. , k on the layer L2by 3(/c - 4) arcs. All nodes on the layer L2are connected
to nodes k + I, k + 2, k + 3on layer \by 3(k - 4) arcs. The network can
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Figure 2. Parallel max-flow algorithm-main steps.

be seen as a sequence of bipartite networks, i.e., layer pairs L1, L2 and Lz, Ls
form bipartite networks, respectively. Flow lower bound is assumed to equal to
zero on all arcs. The value of the initial flow vector v : 0.

The example network is constructed so that the minimum cutset consists of
the arcs between layers L2 and L3. Also, the number of PF nodes in the network
is k - 4 and the number of BF nodes is 6. Further, all PF nodes belong to the
source set, say X, of the known cutset, say X, X, and there are BF nodes both
in the source set X, and the sink set X of the cutset. This is done in order to
demonstrate the difference between the Karzanov algorithm and versions of the
proposed algorithm. The versions of the proposed algorithm include an imple-
mentation that uses a single MAIN step repeatedly, either the FORWARD
MAIN or the BACKWARD MAIN, and the sequential and parallel implemen-
tations presented in the previous section.
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Legend

c=capacity
n>k-4

Cts{

LO LI L2 L3 L4

Figure 3. ExamPle network.

Karzanov Algorithm

Figure 4 shows the application of one iteration of the Karzanov algorithm to

the example network. The flow increase may in the worst case result in blocking
of node ionly. In the subsequent backward pass node 5 is then balanced. Node

5 is blocked and cannot be used in later iterations. Again, in the worst case the

second iteration may result in blocking of node 6 only, and the k - 4th iteration

may block node k. Total flow increase from s to / is three units at each iteration.

Clearly, during each iteration the Karzanov algorithm may in the worst case

preflow block only a single node requiring k - 4 iterations for maximal flow.
The flow is feasible after each iteration.

Proposed Algorithm Using the Forward Main Only

Figure 5 shows the application of the FoRWARD MAIN independently of
the example network. The algorithm is initiated by setting the arc flow equal to

arc flow iapacity on all arcs. The flow conservation status of nodes is denoted

by a square (a BF node), and a circle (a PF node). After the flow increase the

network contains both PF and BF nodes. The nodes 2,3,4 on layer L1 are BF

blocked, the nodes 5, 6, .. . , k on layer L2 are PF blocked, and the nodes

k + I, k + 2, k + 3 on layer L3 are BF blocked'
During the FORWARD MAIN step the BF nodes are balanced by applying

the forward pass to the network in an increasing order of the layer numbering

starting from layer L1. Suppose that node 2 (initially BF blocked) is balanced
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Notes: Unmarked arcs (ij), f(ij)=O.
Node 5 PF-blocked after increase flow.

lrgend

c=capacity
f=flow
n>k-4

Figure 4. Karzanov algorithm-after the first iteration.

first by pushing excess ffow to nodes on layer L3. In the worst case the flow is
reduced to zero on all arcs except one, say arc 2, k. The same may occur also
to nodes 3 and 4. The nodes 5, 6, . . ., k - t have all become BF nodes with
.fin.i = 0fori: 5,6,.., k - lleavingonlythenodekasaPFnode.When
the nodes 5,6, . , k - L are balanced the excess flow is pushed to layer L3
resultingto.fi.ou,:0fori = 5,6, ..,k - I. Again,intheworstcaseall
nodes in layer L3 have become BF nodes, and the flow must be reduced to sink
when the balancing process moves to this layer. After the forward pass of the
FORWARD MAIN only node k is still unbalanced (PF blocked).

During the backward pass of the FORWARD MAIN the PF nodes are bal-
anced by processing the layers in a decreasing order of the layer numbering. In
this example case the only PF node is node k on layer L2. When node k is
balanced flow has to be reduced on all arcs into node k, i.e., on arcs (2, k), (3,
k), (4, k), and nodes 2,3,4 become unbalanced. These nodes are balanced in
their turn when the balancing is applied to layer L1. When the nodes 2,3, 4 are
balanced the flow is reduced on arcs (7, Z), (1, 3), (1, 4). Hence, after the
FORWARD MAIN only the node k is eliminated from further consideration.
After each MAIN step the flow is balanced at all nodes and the flow vector is
feasible.

Clearly, in the worst case the application of only the FORWARD MAIN may
resultineliminationof nodes k,k - 1,k - 2,. .,6,5oneatatimerequiring
k - 4 FORWARD MAIN steps. This is the same number of iterations as

required by the Karzanov algorithm in the worst case.
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Proposed Algorithm Using the BACKWARD MAIN Only

Figure 6 shows the application of the BACKWARD MAIN independently of
the example network. The initial status of flow conservation of nodes is the same

as in Figure 5.

During the BACKWARD MAIN step the PF nodes are balanced by first
applying the backward pass to the network in a decreasing order of the layer

numbering starting from layer L3. Because layer L3 does not contain any PF

nodes the process moves to layer L2. Suppose that node 5 is first balanced by
pushing excess flow to nodes on layet L1. In the worst case the flow has to be

reduced to zero on all arcs except one, Say arc 4,5. The same may occur also

to nodes 6,1, . . .,(k - 1), k.
Now, suppose that nodes 5, 6, . . ., k - l,k are balanced, and that nodes

2,3,4 on layer L1 have become PF nodes. As the process moves to layer L1

nodes 2, 3,4 are balanced by pushing excess flow to layer Le. When the source

is reached the remaining unbalanced nodes are the BF blocked nodes k + 1,

k+2,k+3onlayerL3.
During the forward pass of the BACKWARD MAIN the BF nodes are bal-

anced by processing the layers in an increasing order of the layer numbering.

In this example case the only BF nodes are k + I, k + 2, k + 3on layer L3.

The nodes are balanced by pushing excess flow to layer La. After the MAIN
step the flow is balanced at all nodes, and the flow vector is feasible. The flow
is also maximal after one MAIN step because no flow was reduced on arcs

between layers L2 and 13.

Comments

The Karzanov algorithm was able to detect the PF nodes on layer L2 only
one at a time and only one at each iteration, whereas with the proposed algorithm
the blocking status of all the nodes is known after the initialization of the al-
gorithm.

Clearly, the parallel implementation of the algorithm solves this problem
category most efficiently, i.e., in a single iteration, because it uses both the

FORWARD and BACKWARD MAIN steps, and because in this case the

BACKWARD MAIN finds the maximal flow in one step. The sequential im-
plementation needs two iterations, first the FORWARD MAIN blocks node k,
and then the BACKWARD MAIN blocks nodes 5, 6, . . , k - 1'. The imple-
mentation using only the FORWARD MAIN requires k - 4 iterations as dem-

onstrated above. Similarly, the Karzanov algorithm requires k - 4 iterations.
The example network category may be modified by changing the arc flow

capacities to demonstrate cases where the FORWARD MAIN becomes the most

efficient, as well as cases where there is initially no difference in terms of required
number of iterations between the FORWARD and BACKWARD MAIN steps.

Only in a case where from iteration to iteration there continues to be no dif-
ference between the MAIN steps does the parallel implementation of the al-
gorithm require the same number of steps as the Karzanov algorithm. In all
other cases the parallel implementation is more efficient than the Karzanov
algorithm or the repeated application of either one of the MAIN steps alone in
terms of required number of iterations.
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8. DISCUSSION

The correctness and complexity of the algorithm are summarized here in three
theorems and two corollaries. In all networks where the cases of Theorem 1

and Corollaries 1.1 and 7.2 occur only one iteration is required for maximal
flow. Only in networks where the case of Theorem 2 occurs is the proposed
algorithm forced to more than one iteration.

As the algorithm processes an acyclic network a feasible flow vector is obtained
after each MAIN step when blocked nodes are balanced. The network is pruned
and the steps ofassignflow andbalance blocked nodes are repeated for a reduced
network. The pruning of the source (or the sink) node verifies that there is no
FAC from s to / in the acyclic network with respect to the current feasible flow
vector. The algorithm terminates and the flow is maximal as established by
Theorem 2.

THEOREM 1: If the FORWARD MAIN, or the BACKWARD MAIN,
does not need the first pass, either a forward pass or a backward pass, respec-
tively, then the flow vector after the second pass, either a backward pass or a
forward pass, is a maximal feasible flow vector in 11.

PROOF: The first pass is not needed in the FORWARD MAIN if there are

no BF nodes. The only unbalanced nodes are PF nodes (if any). Those nodes

are balanced in the backward pass of the FORWARD MAIN. Clearly, no flow
is reduced into the sink, and the flow vector is a maximal feasible flow vector
at the end of the FORWARD MAIN. A similar argument applies to the BACK-
WARD MAIN.

COROLLARY 1.1: If the FORWARD MAIN or the BACKWARD MAIN
do not need the second pass, either a backward pass or forward pass, respectively,
then the flow vector at that point of time is a maximal feasible flow vector
in H.

PROOF: If there are no unbalanced nodes after the first pass in the FOR-
WARD MAIN or the BACKWARD MAIN then no second pass is needed. No
flow will be reduced on arcs either out of the source node or into the sink node,
and clearly the flow vector must be maximal and feasible at that point.

COROLLARY 1.2: In a main step of the algorithm, either the FORWARD
MAIN or the BACKWARD MAIN, if there are both PF and BF nodes such

that PF nodes occur in layers Lo, for I ' p = r, and BF nodes occur in layers

Lrf.or q > r, then the flow vector obtained at the end of the main step is maximal
in H.

PROOF: PF nodes are balanced during a backward pass, and BF nodes
during a forward pass. Because r < q, flow is not reduced on any arc into the
BF nodes during a backward pass. Correspondingly, during a forward pass, flow
is not reduced on any arc out of the nodes which were PF nodes before the
backward pass. The arguments of Theorem 1 and Corollaries 1.1 and i.2 imply
that the feasible flow vector must be maximal after the main step.

409
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THEOREM 2: If there are some PF nodes at the end of a forward pass in
the FORWARD MAIN, at least one of them will be pruned when the algorithm
moves to the next step. Similarly, if there are some BF nodes at the end of the
backward pass in the BACKWARD MAIN, at least one of them will be pruned
when the algorithm moves to the next step.

PROOF: If there are some PF nodes at the end of the forward pass in the
FORWARD MAIN, let p be one of them in the highest layer. Node p must
have remained a PF node throughout an entire forward pass. So the flows on
arcs of the form (p, i) € f must have remained unaltered throughout the forward
pass. They also remain unaltered during the backward pass. Thus, if g' is the
feasible flow vector at the end of the backward pass, B(g',1,p) : 0, and hence,
node p will be pruned in the next step. A similar argument applies to at least
one BF node at the end of the backward pass in the BACKWARD MAIN.

THEOREM 3: The algorithm requires a computational effort of O(nm) for
maximal flow in acyclic networks.

PROOF: The manner in which the steps of the algorithm are applied requires
the following: Determine the flow conservation status of nodes by looking at
each arc at most two times. Apply either the FORWARD MAIN or the BACK-
WARD MAIN, and reduce flow on each arc at most two times, once in a forward
pass and once in a backward pass. When reducing the flow, update, for each
arc, the flow conservation status and flow potential of the affected nodes at most
once. The effort for one iteration is hence at most O(2m + 2m + m) = O(m).
Theorem 2 states that at least one node is pruned in each iteration resulting to
at most n iterations and hence a total computational effort of O(nm).

9. FAST AND FASTEST IMPLEMENTATIONS

Although it was shown in the previous section that the complexity of the
algorithm does not improve the best bound in general, the following examples
provide that this algorithm can be implemented to result in faster running times
than any other algorithm in specific network classes. It is also believed that the
use of better data structures will improve the algorithm's complexity for general
cases.

Implementation 1

Suppose that a forward pass in the FORWARD MAIN has been applied to
the network. Suppose further that the pass has reduced flow on arcs incident
into /, and some nodes are still unbalanced. The unbalanced nodes must be PF
nodes. Starting from node t find the connected subnetwork of H which consists
of arcs where the ffow has been reduced. Prune this subnetwork so that it only
consists of FACs from all nodes in the subnetwork to the sink node /. Call this
subnetwork the sink network. Now, when balancing the remaining nodes in the
backward pass first use arcs that do not lead to the sink network. If the backward
pass can be completed without using any nodes in the sink network, then, clearly,
no FACs from s to / have been created, and the flow at the end of the MAIN
step is feasible and maximal. Treat the BACKWARD MAIN similarly, and
create a source network.
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The additional work required here is the generation of the source and sink
networks within each MAIN step. Each such network requires in the worst case

additional O(m) work. However, this approach may significantly reduce the
number of times the MAIN steps have to be applied.

Implementation 2

Both the sequential and parallel implementations of the algorithm perform
extremely well in specific types of networks, especially in the dense acyclic, so-

called, hard networks of Ii0], the sparse acyclic networks of [26), and the match-

ing networks of [16], where other phase algorithms attain their worst perform-
ance.

The hard networks of [10] are already acyclic networks and, in addition, are
fully dense. The arc flow capacities were determined using c;.; : 1 for all arcs

i,Twhere j > i + L, and c,.j : I + (t - nl2)2 forall arcsi,Twhere i: i + 1.

These capacities force the Dinic algorithm to n - I iterations. These networks
are trivial for the proposed algorithm, because the maximum value ffow is
reached when all arc flows are at their respective arc flow capacities, and because

the proposed algorithm assigns the ffow initially immediately to arc flow capacity.
Hence, no iterations are needed.

The sparse acyclic networks ot126l contain two types of arcs: first, arcs l,7,
where j : i + 1, and second arcs i,7, where,/ : /. Each node i\ris connected
to the next node i * 1 and each node i is also connected to t. The arc flow
capacities are determined as followSi c,,, : n for all r,,1 where i = i + 1, and

c,.i : I for all l,7 where i : t.
Using the acyclic node numbering, instead of the Dinic algorithm, to generate

and store the acyclic network in Phase 1 requires O(m) effort The generated
network contains all arcs and all nodes of the original network for the above
types of networks [1,0,26].

The maximal and maximum value flow in these specific networks can be found
in one iteration using either the sequential or the parallel version of the algorithm
without modifications. The reason for this is simply that all nodes in these types

of networks become PF blocked immediately after flow assignment. All PF

blocked nodes are balanced in one backward pcss. No flow is reduced to the
sink (Theorem 1). The sink node is pruned after the first iteration, and the flow
is not only maximal but also maximum value. The total effort required for
maximum value flow in both cases is O(m + m) : O(m).

Implementation 3

In [16] the performance of the Goldberg-Tarjan algorithm of [12] is analyzed.
The study presents examples of simple acyclic unit networks in which the Gold-
berg-Tarjan algorithm requires an effort of O(mn). The networks presented
constitute a bipartite network with both sides of the network connected to a

node, a source node, and a sink node, respectively; i.e., each node except the
source and the sink has either the in-degree or the out-degree equal to one. In

[16] the networks are called matching networks.
Both the acyclic node numbering and the Dinic algorithm produce layered

networks that contain all arcs and all nodes of the original network. The effort
required for the network generation is at most O(^).

411
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Suppose that the max-flow algorithm is implemented as follows: For each first
pass within a MAIN step, a forward pass or a backward pass, balancing a BF
node to PF nodes uses as the criteria the order of flow balances at the PF nodes.
A BF node is balanced by reducing flow to a PF node, say node 7, with the
highest flow imbalance max{ f (in , i) - f (j , out)}, V 7. This means that for each
node to be balanced all the PF nodes on the next layer have to be sorted. This
sorting using a tree-based sorting algorithm requires at most O(n log(n)) effort
for each of the BF nodes to be balanced; i.e., the total effort required for sorting
is at most O(nz log(n)).

Further, if this sorting is done for each BF node in the FORWARD MAIN,
or for each PF node in the BACKWARD MAIN, then both the sequential and
parallel implementations of the algorithm require only a single iteration with an
effort of O(m), because of the manner in which the MAIN steps modify the
flow. Hence solving for the maximum value flow in such networks [16] requires
at most O(m + n2log(n) + m) : O(nzlog(n)). This is O(ml(n log(ru))) times
faster than the Goldberg-Tarjan algorithm in this problem category; see [16].

It has to be pointed out that the similar Karzanov algorithm requires O(n3)
to solve this problem, because in the worst case it requires {n - 2)12 iterations
for blocking nodes, one node during each iteration. This corresponds to the
effort required by the proposed algorithm if only one of the MAIN steps is
repeatedly applied.

10. CONCLUSION

In this article a new maximal and maximum value flow algorithm is presented.
The algorithm can directly be implemented in parallel and sequential computers.
The proposed parallel implementation of the algorithm treats the network syrz-
metrically by processing the network simultaneously from the source and from
the sink. Although the parallel processing uses only two processors, a significant
improvement is expected in the convergence speed when compared to other
phase algorithms including the sequential implementation of the algorithm.

The proposed algorithm extends the concepts of preflow and preflow blocking
of nodes used by the Karzanov algorithm to backffow and backflow blocking of
nodes. The proposed algorithm also determines the blocking status of nodes at
the initiation step for all nodes at once, rather than one at a time as done by
the Karzanov algorithm. This is accomplished by assigning initially the arc flow
to arc flow capacity on all arcs.

The assigning of arc flow to arc flow capacity on each arc, and so creating an
initially infeasible flow vector, is another significant feature of the algorithm.
Instead of attempting to increase arc flow from a zero feasible flow to a maximal
feasible flow the proposed algorithm decreases an initially infeasible flow vector
to a feasible maximal flow vector. It is likely that this initially infeasible flow
vector is closer to the optimal solution than the initially feasible zero flow vector.
At least, there will be no work required for arcs belonging to the minimum
cutset.

Specific comparisons of the proposed algorithm to the most similar Karzanov
algorithm (Section 7) suggest that the number of iterations required for maximal
flow is likely to be the same if the proposed algorithm is implemented using a
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single MAIN step (either the FORWARD MAIN or the BACKWARD MAIN)
repeatedly. The main reason for this is that the proposed algorithm includes the
same node blocking strategy as the Karzanov algorithm.

The comparison also suggests that there is likely to be a significant difference
in the required number of iterations if the FORWARD MAIN and BACK-
WARD MAIN steps are applied either sequentially or in parallel. In the pre-
sented category of problems the proposed parallel implementation solved the
max-flow problem in a single iteration compared to k - 4 iterations by the
Karzanov algorithm. Here k - 4 was the number of PF nodes on a layer. The
underlying reason for this appears to be related to the network structure, spe-
cifically the number and location of the PF and BF nodes and the minimum
cutset.

The performance of the algorithm is superior in specific network classes, as

demonstrated by the implementations in Section 9. It is shown that specific
networks, where other phase algorithms attain their worst-case performance,
can be solved by a factor of. O(n) and O(ml(n log(n))) faster using the suggested
implementations of the proposed algorithm.

It is believed [26] that improvements in Phase I, i.e., acyclic network gen-
eration, may have a significant impact on the overall performance of the phase
algorithms. This is suggested by the example of Section 9, where the acyclic
node numbering was used, instead of the Dinic algorithm, to generate the layered
network. That in turn made the solution of the maximum value flow possible in
one layered network compared to n - 1 Dinic networks.

The specific cases demonstrate that algorithms behave differently in different
types of networks; i.e., the worst-case class of networks for one type of an
algorithm may be best handled with another algorithm. This also suggests that
the worst-case computational complexity should not be the only criteria used
when selecting or judging algorithms. However, the worst-case computational
complexity required by the proposed algorithm may not improve the best bound
found for max-flow algorithms in general.
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